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Why Does Lead Response Matter?
Lately, much has been written about the drop in the number of electronic
sales leads dealers receive – not coincidentally, of course, most often by
those wishing to sell more of their own brand of marketing to these same
dealers – and while the decline is not steep, it is genuine. E-leads to
dealers have declined relative to the number of online automotive
shoppers over the past few years. Though, our experience shows the
driving force of this downturn – and what dealers should do about it – is
greatly misunderstood.
What’s the Real Cause?
We’ve heard numerous arguments over the last twelve to eighteen
months that “consumers are smarter;” that they’re “wary of sharing their
information online.” If either of these were a primary cause of the decline,
then we suspect other industries’ lead-generation efforts would suffer, as
well. More specifically, if consumers were suddenly skittish about sharing
their email addresses and phone numbers when shopping for vehicles,
how would this correlate with the rise in lead-driven services like TrueCar;
or the desire of a company like AutoNation to spend $100 million to
build a complete online car buying service for consumers?1
We have a different thought. Previous studies that detailed the
motivations of those who submitted online requests for information
showed overwhelmingly – often at or above 90% of those intending to
purchase – that these consumers did so to receive pricing information.

“Given that the
primary reason for
submitting an online
request was to gain
pricing information,
the almost
staggering
availability of
transaction or neartransaction prices
online should (we
suspect) remove the
need for consumers
to share personal
information to
simply gain an eprice.”

On the surface, then, it’s no wonder e-leads are down. Given that the
primary reason for submitting an online request was to gain pricing
information, the almost staggering availability of transaction or neartransaction prices online should (we suspect) remove the need for
consumers to share personal information to simply gain an e-price.

1

AutoNation Plans New Car-Buying App; Wall Street Journal Online: http://online.wsj.com/articles/autonation-profit-higher-on-strongspring-selling-season-1405599280
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Certainly, it would be a bit naïve to point to the increased availability of transaction pricing online and
claim this as the sole reason consumers are less likely to part with their information when shopping for a
vehicle. In our experience, dealers have a little something to do with this, as well.
The convenience of online shopping is a reality for everything from airline tickets to shoes; and
purchasing items online is most often a better experience than buying in person for nearly every product
one can imagine… except automobiles. For reasons too plentiful to detail here, online car shopping –
where a connection with a dealership is required – does not bring with it the same ease and convenience
one experiences when dealing with an Amazon or a Zappos.
(We know; we mystery shopped over 400 dealers for this study.)
Plainly stated, connecting with a dealership prior to visiting a physical store is still a painful undertaking
for some consumers. Dealership personnel (even today) seem ill-equipped to answer phones or respond
to e-leads in a manner that is both satisfying for the consumer and drives incremental business for the
dealer. While it’s not related to this study, it’s important to note that we listened to more than one
thousand calls in 2014 between consumers and dealership salespeople, and the results for the
overwhelming majority of those calls (likely more than seven of every ten) fell into three categories:
1. The salesperson provided so much information that the consumer never needed to visit the
dealership.
2. The salesperson was so evasive and (often) unfriendly that the consumer never wanted to visit
the dealership.
3. The salesperson asked the prospect so many questions that the call felt more like an
interrogation than an attempt to purchase.
(While calls of the first type provide a satisfying result for the consumer, they do little to help the
respective dealership sell cars. Likewise, calls of the second two types do little to help the dealership sell
cars, AND they are wholly dissatisfying to consumers.)
Between the vast amounts of information provided online (most is even available on dealers’ own
websites) and the overall lack of process in America’s dealerships that we discovered during our study, it’s
no wonder online consumer requests are declining. If consumers can get the information they seek online
– and if the dealership isn’t going to do a good job of following up with them anyway – why should they
provide any information in advance of a dealership visit? There’s no consumer WIIFM (What’s In It For
Me?). There’s no reason to subject themselves to the spam, or the almost useless “why buy from us?” or
“we want to earn your business” emails the typical dealer still sends today.
What Should a Dealer Do About the Decline?
Of all the nonsensical advice dealers receive about how to manage with fewer e-leads, the “e-leads are
down – move on to phones” and the “stop buying leads – Millennials don’t use email,” are two of the
most naive. While the dealership data we’ve examined shows that e-leads are declining and conventional
wisdom dictates that Millennials don’t use email at the rate of their parents, the fact remains that
abandoning any supplier in the e-lead channel that delivers an adequate return on investment merely
grants an advantage to your competitors who choose to cast a wide net.
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Our short answer to the question “What Should a Dealer Do About the Decline?” is simply this: Everything
you can.
Beyond ensuring that they’re generating as many leads as possible from their website, and buying all of
the “fiscally responsible” e-leads they can, dealers should ensure their processes are solid and their lead
responses are sound. Moreover, they should remember the goal of each step in the internet sales
process. Simply put:
• The primary goal for a dealer website should be to drive a conversion (phone, chat or e-lead).
• Once an e-lead is received, the primary goal should be to create a reconnection with the
prospect (preferably via the phone).
• Once a reconnection is made, the primary goal should be to set an appointment. (Obviously, if
the lead arrived via phone or chat, the dealership process would start here.)
• Once an appointment has been set, the primary goal should be to ensure the prospect will
show.
• Once the prospect shows for their appointment, the primary goal should be to sell the vehicle.
While these goals seem almost too simple, it’s important to note that the dealers in our study who
performed best, performed without complexity. Their processes were sound, though uncomplicated.
Moreover, it was clear in the verbiage they chose (whether in their emails or voicemails) that they didn’t
try to overthink any aspect of the attempt to reconnect with the prospect. They didn’t try to sell the
vehicle over an email or voicemail, and they remained professional in their overall messaging.
Finally, for the dealerships that performed best in the study, it was clear that regardless of whether lead
counts were up or down, lead response mattered.

Why Would a Dealer Even Want an e-Lead?
A high percentage of dealership desk managers still look at the Internet and their own internet sales
teams as the enemy. For these shortsighted managers, the elimination of e-leads in their dealership might
likely be viewed as a blessing. That’s unfortunate, but not unexpected or even that uncommon.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, the focus for some dealerships trying hard to live on the leading
edge in the Digital Age has shifted from “old fashioned” e-leads to more glamorous and buzzworthy,
though often meaningless, pursuits.
How did the automotive e-lead – not yet 20 years old – lose its luster in such a short period of time? One
need look no further than the onslaught of both new and old automotive digital marketers touting their
respective product’s ability to drive “impressions” and “engagement” and “page views” – instead of
boring old leads and sales.
Getting the dealer to focus on impressions or engagement – instead of actual leads and sales – is the
result of artful misdirection. It is the epitome of smoke and mirrors. Working like skilled magicians, some
of today’s digital marketers are masters at the illusion of providing real value while quite literally picking
the pockets of their dealer audience.
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Certainly, not every digital marketer today is out to dupe their customers. In fact, the great majority of
those selling digital- and technology-related products and services to dealers are providing a suitable
return on investment. The trick for dealers is to not be fooled by the bad actors. Once a dealer begins to
believe that traditional ROI measurements don’t work in a digital world they are at risk of exploitation.
They not only work, but traditional ROI measurements like Cost per Acquisition, Cost per Sale and Cost as
a Percent of Gross are decidedly more quantifiable online than they are offline.

Dealers Don’t Sell Impressions
We understand this is a bit of an oversimplification, but the fact remains that despite the change in
consumer shopping patterns brought on by the Internet, dealers still sell cars – not impressions, not
engagement and not page views. While these activities might eventually lead to a sold unit, there is
always a “missing link” that makes it difficult to provide proper attribution to the digital marketer.
There are a few clear paths to purchase for the online consumer that dealers need to understand and
maximize in order to gain their share of the online pie. These paths can involve luck or skill.
The lucky purchase path for the dealer – and the one taken most often by the online consumer – involves
some sort of prior exposure to the dealership, its offers and/or inventory before arriving (unexpectedly)
on the lot. This prior exposure most often involves a complex combination of events; everything from
driving by the dealership to hearing a radio commercial to viewing one of the dealer’s vehicles online to
any number of activities consumers might take before viewing a vehicle in person. The dealer is basically
lucky if they sell any single one of these consumers a vehicle.
Despite all of the prior exposure to the dealership, the consumer who arrives without an appointment on
the dealer’s lot is classified as a Traditional Up; and our internal data reveals the average dealer closes
about one in five of their Traditional Ups.
The purchase path for the dealer that requires skill involves convincing the online shopper to initiate a
conversation before driving to the dealership. Whether through an e-lead, a phone call, an online chat or
a text message; getting a consumer to “reach out before setting out” is critical to closing a higher
percentage of floor traffic – often at higher grosses and with better CSI.
While the average automotive dealer only sells about 20% of their Traditional Ups, if they can convince
the online consumer to schedule and keep an appointment, their closing percentage more than doubles
to roughly 50%. Moreover, when the dealer can have the vehicle cleaned and ready to go for the
consumer before their arrival, and make them feel special (like a true VIP) during the visit, the closing
percentage can approach or even exceed 80%.1
So, as we asked at the beginning of this section, why would a dealer even want an e-lead? It’s simple:
without some prior connection with an online consumer (via phone, e-lead, chat or text) it is impossible
for the dealer to set an appointment, to prepare for the visit or to truly treat a prospect like a VIP (and
thus close at 50-80%). Without an appointment, every online shopper is just a Traditional Up regardless
of their prior impressions, engagement or page views.
1

PLADOOGLE, LLC customer traffic and sales data collected 2009-2014.
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What is Your Real Response Time?
OEMs, dealer groups and even Dealer Principals expect much more from
their internet sales efforts today than they did just a few years ago –
especially when it comes to generating a quick response to an e-lead.
Speed of response – critical in most cases to landing the deal – has
unfortunately become the be-all, end-all for those with little time or
patience to conduct a true assessment of their internet sales efforts. The
honorable, though misguided, efforts by those at the top to focus so
heavily on response time – instead of ensuring a quality response – has
led to the phenomenon known as “Stopping The Clock” (sending an
incomplete email response or falsifying a phone call to game the store’s
real response time).
In fact, for many of the internet teams we observe, it has now become
more important to fake a quick response (to satisfy the OEM or to make
the Dealer Principal look good at his/her next 20 Group meeting) than to
actually initiate a well-planned, structured phone call that might actually
lead to an appointment that shows and buys.
Given the actions we detailed above and our reasoning discussed on Page
8, we chose to count only voicemail responses when judging overall lead
response times. We weren’t interested in how quickly a team could Stop
The Clock, only in how quickly they made a legitimate phone call to a
prospect who provided a valid, working phone number. For the 237
dealers (58%) who met these requirements, their average Real Response
Time was a very good 34 minutes.

The Goal of the Response
What should be your dealership’s goal when responding to e-leads? If the prospect is inquiring about a
specific vehicle, should your goal be to have them reconsider their choice and start looking at other
available vehicles or specials? Should your goal be to encourage them to visit your competition? Should
it be to scare them away, or should it be to confuse them?
If you reviewed the bulk of the responses in our study, you’d be convinced that the goals of many
dealers are – like those above – not aligned with selling cars. It’s not their fault. Over the years, CRM
companies, consultants, trainers and other industry “experts” provided lousy advice to dealers when it
came to responding to e-leads. Today, many dealership responses seem to just spew words and provide
nothing of value to the prospect or, more importantly, the dealership.

For successful e-dealers, there exists a single valid goal for email and voicemail responses to e-leads: to
drive a reconnection. Specifically, to get the prospect on the phone.
In our study, we judged the quality of a dealer’s response on its ability to facilitate that phone call.
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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The Email Response
In determining the criteria for grading the email responses to our mystery shops we worked backwards
from the sale to the shown appointment to the phone call to the email response. Despite the efforts to sell
cars entirely online, it’s still not practical for dealers to jump from the email response to the sale without
first getting the customer on the phone and setting an appointment that shows. Therefore, our focus on
the quality of these responses was heavily weighted on the email response providing an adequate call-toaction.
The calls-to-action that scored highest? “Call me at…”
The calls-to-action that scored lowest? “We’re open ‘til 8 tonight…” and “be sure and ask for me.”
It is important to note that all communications received in this study were in response to the
original e-lead we submitted. There was never interaction with a dealership; we just acted
as any non-responsive prospect would for 30 days while we graded the store’s ability to
attempt a reconnection.
Previous studies of email responses were often critical of dealers for not prominently including
information like dealership hours, directions and other similar data. We think this criticism was, at best,
misguided. Providing dealership hours and directions can, in effect, encourage consumers to drive to the
dealership without setting an appointment. If you agree with our findings that appointments can and do
close at a rate 2.5 to 4 times better than Traditional Ups – and that appointments provide the dealer with
better CSI and higher grosses – then why would you want to send an email response that encourages the
internet prospect to become a Traditional Up?
Moreover, when you provide your dealership’s hours, directions to the dealership, and verbiage like
“when you come in, be sure and ask for me” in your emails to non-responsive prospects, your team is
basically telling the potential customer “we’re not busy; come on down whenever you want; the car you
desire will be here forever.” (None of which, we’re hopeful, is true of your dealership.)
While we didn’t immediately discount superfluous information (“5-Time Presidents Award Winner!”),
images or links when judging the quality of dealer responses, we did downgrade dealers when these bits
and pieces of data created emails that became so long they often took five or more pages to print.
Beyond grading the quality of the call-to-action, we also looked closely at the obvious turn-offs to many
consumers: grammatical mistakes, formatting and typographical errors.
In the early days of e-leads, these issues were a nuisance; in 2015, these errors are unacceptable. Every
email your team sends to a non-responsive prospect should originate from an edited, prewritten,
preapproved template. There is no reason and no excuse for allowing anyone on your team to
“personalize” your email responses (beyond the first response) to a prospect who submitted an e-lead
and then never reconnected.
Great CRM tools made the need for hand-typed emails to non-responsive prospects obsolete long ago.
Not surprisingly, the lowest-scoring emails received during the study were clearly “personalized.”
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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The Phone Response
When a prospect provides both a valid email address and a valid phone number, it’s important for the
dealership’s team to leverage all available means of communication to drive the reconnection. However,
our experience has proven that well-written emails enjoy only marginal success at driving that
reconnection when compared to well-crafted voicemails.
Voicemails matter; they can be extremely effective at driving reconnections. Voicemails matter more than
emails. Great emails to non-responsive prospects can and should be automated, but great voicemails
require a human to pick up the phone and take an action.
Apparently, it doesn’t matter that salespeople know making phone calls and leaving voicemails will help
them sell more cars, given that many dealerships continue to struggle to get anyone to actually pick up
the phone and call a prospect. In fact, over a third of the dealership teams in our study made no phone
calls despite the presence of a valid, working phone number in the e-lead.
How can a dealer ensure their team is making all of the required calls short of sitting side-by-side with
their salespeople? There are two extremely cost-effective tools that some dealers are leveraging today to
be certain their team is responding as required.
The first tool is free (or nearly free): mystery shop your own dealership. By using a free email address and
either a free (Google Voice) or cost-effective (CopyCall.com, for example) online call forwarding and
voicemail service, dealers can read and hear what their team is actually sending and saying to prospects
whenever they wish.
The second tool is one that many dealerships may already be paying for and not even know it. It’s called
Computer-Telephony Integration or CTI. It’s not new and it’s not complicated. Basically, CTI is your phone
system talking to your CRM. With properly working CTI, you can know if and when calls are being made,
how long each call took and (in some states and with some systems) even listen to your outbound calls
right from the specific customer record in your CRM tool.

Voicemails and Real Response Time
Because we provided a valid, working phone number with each mystery shop in our study, we allowed
only return phone calls to “Stop The Clock” and count towards our response time calculations. We didn’t
count the response time for dealers who didn’t leave a voicemail or who made their first call attempt
more that 24 hours after the lead was submitted.
It’s important to note that including the data of just one dealer who’s first call attempt
was seven days after the mystery shop (which happened more than once) would have
skewed the average response time for the entire study. For example, if 99 dealers called
an average of 30 minutes after the lead was submitted and just one dealer called a full
seven days later, the average response time for these 100 dealers would be over 2 hours
and 10 minutes. Not an accurate representation of the 100 dealers nor the level of
competition the average dealer faces today.
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The Study
We undertook this study for two reasons: first, our overall
impression of the quality of dealer communications was
that it had not improved over the years despite the millions
spent on new technology and training; and second, no
previous study of dealer responses to e-leads was broad
enough to encompass both email and phone responses for
the critical thirty days after the lead was received.

PLADOOGLE is (by design) a small company and cannot
personally assist every dealer in North America; therefore,
our underlying goal with this study was to broaden the
average dealer’s awareness about what may or may not be
happening on their behalf in their own dealership.
Both the depth and the breadth of this study were large
when compared to prior automotive dealer response
studies. Between July and October 2014, we submitted price
quote requests for VIN-specific new cars on 425 dealer
websites. We chose to shop 425 dealers to be certain we’d
receive at least 400 valid responses to grade for our study.
Nineteen of the 425 dealers never responded to our lead
submission; though because we couldn't rule out a CRM or
website error for these dealers, we simply did not include
their data in the study, and therefore ended with what we
termed as 406 valid shops.

“The industry needs more studies
like this - ones that provide an
accurate picture of what's
actually happening in the
dealership. When I think of the
actual sales numbers - combined,
the 17,900 new car dealers sell
approximately 32 million new
and used cars each year and
process more than 262 million
different transactions across all
departments - there is significant
opportunity for dealers whose
processes are better (not perfect)
to steal share in their markets.
Studies like this help shine the
light on which areas need
improvement.”
- Cliff Banks
TheBanksReport.com

For these 406 valid shops, we read and scored every email
and listened to and graded every voicemail received in the
first 30 days following each respective mystery shop.

Some early reviewers of our study asked: Given the rise in the popularity of
texting, why didn’t you also grade dealers on their ability to respond to eleads via text messages?
It’s a matter of focus. While there is no denying texting’s ability to drive
attention to your message, simply put, we also didn’t grade arguably more
important sales activities like dealership visits, inbound sales calls or online
merchandising in our study. Like all good studies, ours had boundaries, and
those boundaries were the email and voicemail responses from more than
400 dealers for the first 30 days after an e-lead was received.
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As we alluded to earlier, our response time metrics include only those dealers who called and left a
voicemail within 24 hours of the e-lead submission. Additionally, we used each dealership’s own business
hours to determine the exact number of minutes it took for their team to respond. For the purposes of
this study, if the mystery shop was conducted 10 minutes before the dealership closed for the evening
and the first phone call was received 10 minutes after the dealership opened the next day, the response
time was logged as 20 minutes.
Certainly, we understand that a consumer wouldn’t feel like this was a 20-minute response – and
dealerships would be well-served to ensure their response times meet or exceed the customers’
expectations – though for our purposes, it made little sense to use a 24-hour clock to determine lead
response time as the vast majority of dealerships today still do not operate on a 24-hour clock. If we used
a 24-hour clock to count response times, our results would be meaningless to a dealer whose internet
team’s schedule mirrors the rest of his/her sales team’s hours.

The Outsourced BDC & The Voicemail
More than a few dealerships in our study employed the services of third-party companies to act as their
internet team by providing phone and/or email responses to our new car internet inquiry.
While we generally believe the use of third parties to send emails to non-responsive prospects on behalf of
a dealer is an unnecessary expense, we are neutral on the practice of using an outsourced call center or,
more commonly, Business Development Center (BDC) to make dealer phone calls.
In our opinion, relying on an outsourced BDC to call non-responsive prospects is, on the surface, neither a
bad practice nor a good practice. For some smaller dealers, an outsourced BDC is the only way to costeffectively provide consistent responses every time to every internet inquiry. While for others, the
outsourced BDC is merely a crutch they must employ because their management team is too weak to drive
consistency across the organization.
In either case, we do have a very strong opinion on outsourced automotive BDCs that refuse to leave a
voicemail when calling your prospects.
We believe this is a bad practice, and not in your best interest. Further, by not leaving a voicemail when they
call on your behalf, outsourced BDCs are putting you at a competitive disadvantage.
When calling a prospect, the hope is always that they will answer their phone; though this is not the case in
many instances when dialing from a number the prospect does not recognize. This is what makes a wellcrafted voicemail so valuable. When someone calling on your behalf leaves a short voicemail indicating why
they called and that they will call back if the prospect does not return the call, you are more likely to get
either (A) an immediate call back, or (B) the prospect to accept your next call.
When no voicemail is left, the prospect often believes the call was from a telemarketer or scammer.
Regardless of what they believe, the prospect certainly has no way of knowing the call was from you with
information about their next new vehicle.
The solution? Move your calls in-house or demand your outsourced BDC solves whatever logistical issues
prevent them from leaving a well-crafted voicemail on your behalf each and every time.
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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The Email Results

Auto-Response Email?
YES

191

NO

215

% Using an Auto-Response

47%

PLADOOGLE Best Practice:

YES

Emails Received Per Dealer (Days 1-30)
0-3

137

4-9

162

10+

107
PLADOOGLE Best Practice:

10-12

Emails With Obvious Typo/Grammar Issues?
YES

731

NO

1,626

% Received with Obvious Errors

31%

PLADOOGLE Best Practice:

0%

Of the 406 dealers who responded to our online
inquiry, three actually sent no email response
whatsoever. Each of these three did leave at least
one voicemail, so we included them in the study;
however, the lack of even a single email response –
given the ease at which anyone can send an email
today – was, to say the least, strange.

If your dealership was one of these three, you
would undoubtedly be troubled. Although more
troubling to us than three dealers sending no email
response (as this was likely caused by a fixable
CRM issue), were the 61 dealers who sent just one
email over the first 30 days.
One email… over 30 days. This should be of greater
concern to the respective teams, because it was
likely caused by serious system and people issues
in these 61 dealerships. (If your dealership is
sending just one email to non-responsive
prospects, you have a lot of work to do.)
Overall, we received 2,357 emails from our 406
dealers. At just under six per dealer, the quantity of
emails received was 40-50% below what we and
many industry consultants recommend to both
stay in front of the prospect and to drive a
reconnection.

Beyond the 64 (16%) who sent one or fewer emails, 73 dealers (18%) sent only two or three emails. This
indicates roughly a third of the dealers in our study (137; 34%) sent three or fewer emails over the course
of 30 days. This is pitiful, as 71% (98) of these dealers also left no voicemails – putting them at an
incredible (albeit self-inflicted) competitive disadvantage.
On a more positive note, over one-fourth of the dealers in the study (107) sent ten or more emails during
the 30-day mystery shop. For many of these dealers, however, the quality of their emails (which often
included repeatedly sending the same template over and over) was so poor that they likely would have
been better off sending fewer, better-written emails.
One overzealous dealership sent a whopping 26 emails over the 30 days. Not only overkill, but because
each email was rife with typos and contained zero calls-to-action, they are likely considered the worst
kind of spammers by their prospects. A lesson for all dealerships in this instance is simply: just because
you can do something, doesn’t mean you should. More specifically: just because your CRM is capable of
sending 26 emails a month to all of your prospects, doesn’t mean you should.
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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The Great Auto-Response
Debate

The Best Auto-Response

Have you or your colleagues ever debated
the need for an auto-response? Silly,
because there should be no debate.

Of the 191 auto-responses we received, most were (as
expected) of the “plain vanilla” variety. That said, plain
vanilla is (in the case of an auto-response) better than
nearly all of the other options.

Every dealer should be sending an autoresponse to every e-lead they receive.
Period. End of discussion.
Ever heard of Amazon? Ever ordered
anything there or anywhere else online?
Did you get an order confirmation? Were
you happy to see that confirmation?
The e-lead auto-response serves the same
purpose: it confirms to the prospect that
you’ve received their information and that
you’re working to “fill their order.”
As we wrote: End of discussion.

Obvious Typo?
What did we mean on the previous page
when we reported data on the emails with
“obvious typo/grammar issues?”

Plainly stated, we counted an email as having
an obvious typo or grammar issue when we
detected one or both of these egregious
blunders during our first quick read of the
email. (We didn’t dig deeply for errors until
we made a second or third pass while grading
the overall quality of the response.)
The rational on giving you data on the
“obvious” typos was that most consumers
only give your emails a cursory read, so some
typos can and do slip by unnoticed.
Of course, this means that almost a third of
the emails dealers are sending today contain
errors so noticeable they can be described as
“jumping off the page.”

© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

There is no need to be fancy or clever with your autoresponse. Your goal is – as it is with all emails – to drive
a reconnection; though you also want to let the
prospect know you’ve received their request and that
you’re ready to help them.

While grading the auto-responses, we discovered more
than a few that were very, very good. That is, they didn’t
try to sell the car or give the entire history of the
dealership (as some did). They simply got to the point:
My name is Jane Doe and I am the Appointment
Coordinator here at Doe Dealership.
This is an automated response to let you know we’ve
received your request for information. If your inquiry
was sent during our normal business hours, I will
contact you shortly. Otherwise, I will follow up with
you when we open in the morning.
Of course, if you’d like to speak with me right away,
I can be reached on my mobile phone at (555) 5555555 (even during non-business hours).
Whether you call me now or you wait for my call,
rest assured that your buying experience with me
will be 100% hassle-free.
I look forward to speaking with you soon.
Sincerely,
Jane Doe
Appointment Coordinator
(555) 555-5555
No links to click, no images, no long-winded and rarely
read “Why Buy From Us” messaging. Just “we got your
order” and “we’ll get back to you shortly.”
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Possibly The Worst Non-Responsive Prospect Email Ever
During the study, we read over 2,300 email responses and many, many of them were just not good. From
multiple typos to the overuse of “creative elements” like numerous font sizes and colors in the same
email, we cringed at nearly half of the emails we received; though no email was more cringe-worthy than
this Day 29 gem from an obviously frustrated Chevrolet dealer:

(We redacted most of the identifiable information above to spare this dealership and their general sales
manager any embarrassment that this momentary lapse in judgment might cause.)
While we understand the frustration many of your sellers and managers feel when a prospect is nonresponsive, it’s important to remember your goal. Your goal (in the case of an email) should be to drive a
phone call… but not an angry one. Admitting to the prospect that you’ve been, in effect, stalking them;
and then basically accusing them of stringing you along is probably not a good idea.
It was interesting for us to note that while this dealership sent ten emails over the 30 days of follow-up
we tracked, they only called once – and that was on Day 1. Perhaps if this dealer would (A) automate their
email follow-up to non-responsive prospects, and more importantly would (B) make real attempts to
reconnect via phone instead of relying on their ability to stalk their prospects’ actions and then hit “send”
on poorly-worded messages, they might be less frustrated. (And, they might sell a few more Chevys to a
few more of their internet prospects.)
(On a side note, one reviewer noted that the GSM sent this email on the first Monday after Labor Day;
surmising that his month wasn’t starting out as strongly as expected and that his store was probably coming
off a particularly soft weekend. Whatever the driving force behind the email, this dealership would be wellserved to remove their emotions from their communications. While we don’t believe the customer is always
right, we do believe the customer is always the customer.)
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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The Voicemail Results
Over one third of the 406 dealers counted in the
study made no calls, despite the presence of a
valid, working phone number in the e-lead.
You could argue that some of those tasked with
responding to internet leads dialed the number
provided, though hung up without leaving a
voicemail, and were therefore not credited with
making a call.
This is likely true; though only nineteen unique
callers (based on Caller ID) hung up without
leaving at least one voicemail during the study.
There were 139 dealers that left no voicemail.
Hence, even if we credited all nineteen unique
numbers to dealers who left no voicemail, we
would still have an unacceptable 120 dealership
teams (30%) that made zero call attempts.

Nearly as alarming as the teams that made zero
calls are those that made no call attempts after the
first two weeks. Just twenty (5%) of the 406 dealers
in the study even bothered to attempt a call to the
non-responsive prospect after fifteen days, despite
numerous industry studies showing the vast
majority of those who submit a lead and buy,
purchase more than two weeks after submitting
the inquiry.

First Personal Response?
PHONE CALL

111

EMAIL

295

% Calling First, Emailing Second

27%

PLADOOGLE Best Practice:

CALL FIRST

Voicemails Received Per Dealer (Days 1-30)
0-1

235

2-6

150

7+

21
PLADOOGLE Best Practice:

10-12

Last Phone Follow-Up Attempt (Days 1-30)
DAY 1 OR NEVER

53%

DAY 2-15

42%

AFTER DAY 15

5%
PLADOOGLE Best Practice:

DAY 30

Finally, the content of most of the voicemails we received seemed ineffective when measured against the
goal of driving a reconnection (or even trying to sell a car). The bulk of these off-target voicemails
sounded something like this:
“Hi this is Jane Doe from Doe Dealership and I’m calling about your internet inquiry on the 2014
Make Model. Please call me back at your convenience at 555-5555 or stop by our dealership and ask
for Jane. Thanks, and have a great day.”
On the surface, this is not a terrible voicemail; though you shouldn’t encourage any prospect activity
other than a callback, so that you can set the appointment. The biggest issue we encountered with
voicemails like this (and most that we heard during the study) is that the same salesperson repeatedly left
the same message to the same prospect with no response.
If you’re calling more than once (and you should be), every voicemail you leave should be unique and
should contain a compelling reason for the prospect to return the call by using a solid call-to-action.
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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The Top 20 – A Side Study
One of the benefits that comes with creating and
conducting a study is the ability to look for
outliers in the data. In our case, for example, the
results from dealers who performed exceptionally
well or exceptionally bad could be further studied
and the findings used to help our current and
future clients maximize their own results.

Another benefit is the ability to target interesting
(to the study authors, anyway) segments of the
industry. For us, this meant looking closely at
what the industry often considers the best of the
best.
While 405 of the 425 original dealers in the study
were chosen completely at random, there were 20
dealers that were chosen for a separate side study
(though their data was also included in the overall
study) specifically because they are often referred
to in the industry as Top Dealers when it comes to
digital marketing and internet sales.
This special shop of the Top 20, as we called
them, was conducted over two days in August
2014 and their results were tracked for 30 days.
These 20 stores were chosen precisely because
they are among the most vocal in providing
digital marketing and internet sales advice to
others. Their employees speak and/or attend
virtually every automotive digital conference,
many of them are active on the industry blogs,
and you’ve likely seen someone from each of
these stores grace at least one industry magazine
cover.
While this group did outperform the industry
averages, they were still graded as inadequate in
terms of both quantity and quality of their follow
up.
(To spare anyone any possible embarrassment,
we will not disclose the individual results of these
shops, nor will we identify any of the dealers in
this or our main study.)
© 2015 PLADOOGLE, LLC – ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Quantity of Response
Top 20 Dealers:
•
•
•
•
•

Left an average of 3.2 voicemails each
Sent an average of 8.9 emails
15% made no call attempts
20% made only one call attempt
10% made 7 or more call attempts

All Dealers:
•
•
•
•
•

Left an average of 1.9 voicemails each
Sent an average of 5.8 emails
34% made no call attempts
24% made only one call attempt
5.2% made 7 or more call attempts

Our internal research shows that phone calls drive
higher reconnection rates and greater sales than
emails. For this reason – and because nearly all emails
to non-responsive prospects should be automated –
we put more weight on the number of voicemails
received than on the number of emails sent when
grading a dealership’s Quantity of Response (of 100%
possible):
Week 1 Quantity Score:
• TOP 20: 52%
ALL DEALERS: 36%
Week 2 Quantity Score:
• TOP 20: 51%
ALL DEALERS: 39%
Weeks 3-4 Quantity Score:
• TOP 20: 41%
ALL DEALERS: 22%
As the data above and below indicate, the Top 20
dealers were more consistent throughout the course of
the study in terms of both their Quantity and Quality of
Response than the rest of the industry. However, the
percentages also reveal that few (if any) dealers are
maximizing their e-lead responses despite having
nearly two decades to perfect these.

Quality of Response
Week 1 Quality Score:
• TOP 20: 57%
ALL DEALERS: 37%
Week 2 Quality Score:
• TOP 20: 43%
ALL DEALERS: 26%
Weeks 3-4 Quality Score:
• TOP 20: 35%
ALL DEALERS: 18%
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Voicemail & Email Responses – Best Practices
It’s important to remember the goal of this process: That is, to drive a reconnection; preferably by phone. Your
chances of closing the sale increase three-to-fourfold when you set an appointment that shows (versus having the
internet prospect arrive unannounced). In nearly all cases, you cannot set a firm appointment that shows without
first getting the prospect to speak with you on the phone.
Voicemails:
1. Always leave a message. Always.
2. Highlight your persistence in each message. (“… and, if you can’t reach me right away, don’t worry, I’ll try you
again later.”)
3. Keep voicemails short and to the point. Preferably around 15 seconds, but never more than 30 seconds. If you
leave the prospect just one voicemail longer than a minute, they’ll likely delete future voicemails without
listening.
4. Voicemails should be varied – that is, don’t leave the same message every time. If they didn’t call you back last
time, what makes you think leaving the same message again is going to work this time?
5. Use day-specific scripts, but never sound like you’re reading.
6. Never try to sell ANYTHING over voicemail. Not the car, not the appointment. Nothing. The only goal of the
voicemail is to drive a call back.
7. Give the prospect a reason to call you back. Each voicemail should contain some WIIFM (What’s In It For Me?)
for the prospect.
8. Always use a clear Call-to-Action that drives a call: “Please call me back at (number).”
9. Never tell them to stop in and ask for you. The chances that they remember your name are slim, and without
an appointment your closing percentage is around 20%. (Versus 50-80% with an appointment.)
10. Never tell them when you close or when you’ll be at the dealership. Your goal is not to have the prospect
arrive unannounced – you need a call back so you can set the appointment.
Emails:
1. Always send an auto-response. Always.
2. Use pictures (especially email headers) sparingly. Beyond the potential for causing an email to be considered
SPAM, email headers and other images often distract from the primary goal of the email.
3. Use links (especially those to your inventory and specials pages) sparingly. Your goal is to drive a phone call,
not to send the internet prospect into your website to further confuse them.
4. Emails should print on a single page for the prospect.
5. All emails should include a single Call-to-Action: “Call me at (number).” You never want to encourage the
prospect to reply to your email or “stop by and ask for me.”
6. Remove your store hours and directions from emails to non-responsive prospects. Your goal is not to have the
prospect arrive unannounced – you need them to call you so you can set the appointment.
7. Except for the auto-response, all emails should appear personal in nature. That is, each email should appear as
if you just wrote it this morning specifically for that prospect.
8. Check email formatting. The same font and size should be used throughout the email.
9. Emails should be varied – never send the same email twice.
10. After the first personal response (sent on Day 1), all emails should be automated to non-responsive prospects.
11. No typos. Use a program like Microsoft Word to check for spelling and grammar; but be careful to paste “as
plain text” when moving your emails from Word back into your CRM.
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